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Sixth Section
Over Problems of Social Behavior
" by Robin Wilson
At orientation each fall after
they have met with freshman
studies, scheduled courses,
attended a few talks and visited the
President's home for a punch and
cookie reception, most freshmen
.-
- and women sigh and wonder;
"What do they do around here on
the weekends?" ' .
The answer comes during the
first week of classes when
. students receive small cards . in
their mailboxes requesting their
presence at the various section
parties to be held that weekend.
These advertise free beer and a
good time. "So that is what they do
around here on the "weekends,?
- the freshpersons figure, and most
begin a "strategic plan for the
evening which will . guide them
through all of the section parties
and leave them off at their own
dorm step at the end of the
pvenino
This is what happens each fall
this year --not excepted. But
although the freshmen will, never
notice, upperclassmen may find
this year's section parties to be
fewer, more orderly and less noisy
than- - last year s. That is the way it
has to be, the Dean's staff has
decided." if the -- men want" to
continue to socialize and live
together. ! "V.
Crandell members are currently
on housing and, social probation
which means they cannot have
parties this quarter, and seventh
section is also on housing
probation. Both sections must be
on their best behavior if they want
- to live as a section next quarter.
For sixth section, however, it isr.
already too late. -- The men were
denied their blbcfc housing in
Bissman's middle section this fall
after being on housing probation
last winter and spring quarters. ...
According to ' Rick Swegan,
Associate Dean of Students, who
recommended that sixth section's
members be split up and housed
throughout the . campus, the
.decision was prompted by
"continual involvement", of sixth's
. members -- in ' damage and
disruption on campus. Swegan
pointed to incidents involving sixth
section members such as bottle
breaking near Douglass Hall and
Holden Annex, window --breaking
in Kenarden Lodge, fighting with
another section and setting off a
fire extinguisher. "Of the 30 cases
which Judicial Board has heard in
the past L three quarters " seven
involved members of --"sixth
section," Swegan said. That is 25
percent of the board's case load
while sixth section's 36 members
constitute only two percent of the
campus "population, ,.Swegan
claimed. . : : . '
Sixth .section members
recognize these incidents' as the
actions - of : individual --. section
' members but they do not think it is
fair to relate individuals' behavior
n back to the section since the acts
were not committed by the section
as a group. "When the Dean's
arid Administration
staff sees some guys name on a
report, they automatically think,
'Oh, ,he's a member of 4his;
section'," said John Thomas, a
senior member of sixth section.
Thomas says a person should be
counted "as an individual in both
his good and bad behavior.
The Campaign For Wooster z
V by Kevin Crubb . ',
Last June, while the class of. 1981 was planning to embark on their
.Hitures following commencement exercises. The Campaign for, Wooster
was doing some planning of its own. At the College's annual alumni
luncheon Stanley Gault, a 1948 graduate of Wooster and chief executive
officer df the Campaign, announced a capital and fund raising campaign
to raise more than $32 million dollars by 1985, That sum, according to
Sara Patton, Vice President for Development, "is set in context of a
comprehensive division program to raise $50 million by 1990." "
To some students this prolific figure might seem a lofty aspiration,
especially in this period when many academic institutions' finances are
being nibbled to decibels by thecovernment. But the College already has
been successful in raising more than $9 million 'dollars in contributions
from trustees, alumni, parents --ind friends of the College. To promote
their efforts, the Campaign recei tly distributed a glossy 16-pag-e booklet
explaining its raison d'etre in hopes more Wooster supporters will want
to become involved in raising the $32 million goal --
.
--
.'. -
-- ,
'-
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The success of the campaign will fundamentally influence Wooster's
ability to maintain its high level of quality and to respond competitively to"
the educational and financial challenges of the, decades ahead," Gault
recently stated in the July Wooster Reports. "High level of quality" will bei
mef by the $32 million dollar campaign in the forms of new endowments'
($13. million); capital construction, renovation and equipment ($11
million); and current operations ($8 million). Since a sizeable division of
the expected total will be utilized in capital improvements, students can
anticipate structural changes around campus in the forthcoming years..
A new 80-stude- nt resident hall to replace small houses, and the renova-
tion of Frick, Taylor and Scovel Halls will all be realized ideas if the fund
campaign is successful:
.
Most notable, a new music and fine arts building including practice
.
rooms, classrooms and studios will be created if The Campaign for
Wooster obtains its goal. Recent concern that the historic Alumni House
.
may fall to the wrecking ball if the fine arts building is constructed was
given no support by Patton, who commented that "The tearing down of
the Alumni House is the last thing on anyone's mind,1 though she did
admit the grounds currently occupied by the Alumni House are "one
possible site" for the fine arts building. "; --X --.' '-- . ; . '"V
.
Campaign organizers stress the importance of the fund drive as --it
pertains to professorships, scholarships, support 4 of the academicprograms and other efforts to enhance teaching .methods. With a
substantial financial foundation, GSult is confident that "the dimensions
of the -- College which contribute to its academic distinction can be
challenged to even higher levels of performance in the years to come.
trr?
t
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This is the point which sixth
section members hoped to make
in ah appeal to the Dean's staff.
But according to John .': Barr,
president of sixth section, the men ;
were denied an appeal
something he considers a violation
(cont. on p. 6)
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- TheJate of the College Alumni House, circa. 1884, will be partly
determined by the results ' of the recent $32 million dollar
Campaign for Wooster. Photo by Sue Mertz. ",;' '- -
)
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The cast of the famous black play For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Enuf. The national tour
of this dramatic portrait of contemporary black women is
presented by Daedalus Productions of New York. --; -
Broadway; Comes to Wooster
by Edith McGandy - ,
.This coming" Wednesday,
September 30, at 8:00 p.m., the
College is ; privileged to ' host
Daedalus Productions performing
"For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide- - When the
Rainbow is Enuf.".
--
, Ntozake Shange, the author of
the play, has interjected much of
her owrt life into the play. It fea
celebration of . being black and
being woman. In a series of
dramatic scenes, many danced
and sung, but most spoken with
simple directness ; and fierce
Africa Week Galendar Offers
Cultural and;Pblitic Evits
- ' by Jerry Thompson - '"' African continent. We must first
--The opening of Africa Week at expose the facts of what is
the College will be marked by an happening in South Africa; then
Art Exhibition; and a slide show community at large may have
presented by Macharia Kamau on ,he opportunity to make a moral
Sept. 27i The topic of Africa Week judgement on what is occurring in
1981 .is South-Afric-a, a- - subject
which Kimani Kabogo, an African
student from Nairobi, Kenya who
has ., been instrumental in this
year's f preparations for Africa
Week; ' believes- - is - especially
significant at this time, because
90 of the international interest,
both economic and political, of
major countries in the world is:
directed toward South Africa." -
Africa Week - is 'c a r project
prepared totally by students at
Wooster. . "The - students haveconornic implications in AmericaT
been the conceptualizers,
planners and organizers of Africa
Week,". said .Mr. E.' Anthony
Pinkard, the leave replacement for
Dr. Kenneth Goings in the Office
of Black Student Affairs, "All the
credit should be given to them."
Pinkard views Africa Week as
"serying'td broaden the
perspective of American students :
about what is going' on in Africa
currently. I 1 think American
students, by" and ' iarger are
politically naive and narrow in their
perspective.". Kabogo agrees: "1
feel the purpose of Africa Week is
to -- educate people, to - bring
awareness to the campus .and
community concerning ' the
! ...
passion. For Colored Girls...,
.
'spotlights-seve-n "sisters," .their
tasks, trials and loving moments.
- : r For Colored Girls.'.:--i- s filled
v-.wit- h music and speaks of simple
things; of jealousy and friendship,
of childhood dreams and the
: .exhilarating release in dancing.
. iCritic Duglass Watt of The New
! York Daily News wrote, For
; Colored 'drfs, b'afrirrnative,
joyous, and alive.. .an overwhelm-'- :
b
ing evening of theatre." - V
, - Ntozake Shange, poet' and
x author .of the play, has led an
intriguing life. After she graduated
(cont. on 4)s - p. -
outn ftmca.
As for the events in - the
symposium this, year, Kabogo
.encourages "everyone to attend
.every eventr The . topics (of the
various papers) are very different.
The. two papers on U .S. foreign
policy toward Africa directly relate
to Americans. And the paper to be
presented by Jemardi Kamara,
'South African Apartheid and U.
S, Urban Dilemma: U. S. Steel and
Youngstown, has strong socio- - .
. A lot of people ask me what the -
rest of Africa is doing about South
Africa. The best answer can be
" provided l by Isola Kokuko's
presentation. The Role of the
Organization of African Unity in
the South African Struggle.". v."
Other events of the Africa Week-symposiu- m
include the presenta-
tion of "South African Education:
An Emphasis on Bantu
Education," written by Dr. Nana
Seshibe Wednesday's Convoca-
tion, ""A South African's View." by
Dennis Brutus; and : a panel
discussion on "The Soufh African
Situation: Yesterday, Today, and.,
the Future." -- . - '..- - - , ; .
i
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Recently two letters to the editor arrived in the Voice office that, I
believe, may be of interest to those readers who followed the issues of
tolerance and equality raised in these pages last spring. Both letters are
from alumni, one from the class of 78, one from the class of "36. Though
no less than four decades span their respective graduations, both share a
similar concern that the liberal arts education sought by students who
come to Wooster is too often left behind in the classroom once the
esteemed diplomas are in our hands. .
The alumni from the class of 78 found her four years at the College to
be a gratifying synthesis of academe and personal learning experiences.
She writes: "Even in Morn's Truck Stop we'd get involved in deep
discussions and arguments. We may not have satisfied all points of view
in every debated issue, but the exchange of ideas and feelings went on
daily." Three years later she is dismayed to observe how different her
fellow graduates' discussions have become. Enlightenment and
tolerance have deteriorated as blacks become niggers, policemen are
dubbed pigs and Reagan's budget cuts are defended as acts of ecorwrruc
bravery, despite the fact that these graduates' own jobs may be at stake
in the process. Encounters Eke these with former friends who now take
refuge in stalwart sentiments indicative of the eighties' conservative
wave, lead her to ask, "Do we exchange our logic for that diploma on
commencement day?"
The second letter, from the class of "36 alumnus, proposes that a
liberal arts education too often shies away from issues that present
potential problems for the academic institution "problems" hi terms of
the reputation, or status (quo) of the institution. The letter, originally
sent to President Copeland after his refusal to sign a statement
expressing opposition to the harassment of homosexuals at the College(which 70 other faculty and administrators did sign), fires a number of
serious charges at our institution, most- - significantly that Wooster's
nondiscriminatory policy is discriminate where certain issues are
concerned. Like the 78 graduate's letter, the alumnus from "36 is angry
and disappointed that our educations are so often completely divorced
from persona practices.
Wooster people will never conform to a definitive classification,
although few students would be hard-presse- d to categorize themselves.
Certainly, the new students who arrive each year enhance the College's
diversity and expand its potential for progressive thought. The woman
who graduated in 78 found Wooster's environment suitable for bridging
the gap between the classroom and Lowry Center. Three years later that
gap still exists, and it is only by not allowing ourselves to succumb to
intellectual lethargy that balance and perspective can be maintained at
Wooster.
Diablo Canyon, the Irish hunger strikers, the ERA's ratification in peril
: are only a few of the current contemporary issues affecting our future. It
would be unfortunate to ignore them in the classroom when they present
such an obvious example of how current news pertains to our immediate
status as students. So much has been said of Wooster's separation from
the Real World that we have allowed it to become an accepted cliche' of
social indifference. It need not be, for this environment could hardly be
more fertile for developing our intelligence and scope. Learning is a
shared experience so long as we make an effort to keep it as such. One
letter captures this sentiment well: "Let's not get out of touch svith what
we have learned here. Let's use it towards daily Irving. There's enough
convoluted thinking, bigotry and unfairness as it is. More of the same
negative characteristics are not needed."
SVisiting Alumna Dismayed
At Blatant Student Bigotries
(An open letter to the students,
faculty and administration of
Wooster.)
Dear Editor,
Not too long ago I visited with a
couple of former COW grads who
were fairly close acquaintances of
mine while I was at Wooster. The
"mini-reunion-
" disturbed me
enough to write those who are still
at Wooster. I'm not sure exactly
what this' will accomplish, but any
conclusions you make from this
that coincide with my own' might
be enough in itself.
During the .course of our
conversations, I discovered that
racial prejudice (black people in
particular) had become a way of
thinking for them. "Nigger" jokes
peppered the dialogue every few
hours. One of my friends does not
work whh any black people and
has no black friends. Her only
black acquaintances appear to be
neighbors in a nearby apartment,
who have been especially
unfriendki and verv unneiohborty.
In spite of her limited contacts and
efforts to know more about,
blacks, sweeping generalizations
have been made about an entire
race based upon a few 'bad
experiences with a very small
number of people. It was very
tempting to ask her if she admired
all white people.
I also discovered that policemen
were still "pigs" and out to get
everybody for having done
nothing. They seemed to have
forgotten the "pigs" who had
responded to their calls made in
reference to the black neighbors
disturbing the peace downstairs.
Reagan's economics suited
them to a tee, budget cuts, tax
cuts and alL Never mind that then-ver- y
jobs and livelihoods are still at
stake if the axe manages to reach
their department or government
contracts and eliminate their jobs.
They stoutly defend their hard
(cont. on p. 7)
Alumnus Chastizes
Copebncfs Actions
(Editor's Note: Tfus letter was
originally sent - to1 President
Copeland. A copy of H was sent to
the Voice for publication.)
Dear President Copeland:
The Synod of the Covenant
Chapter of Presbyterians for
LesbianGay Concerns met with
the Gay Support Group of the
College of Wooster on your
campus Sunday afternoon. May
24. As a member of PLGC and as
an alumnus of the College I fed
that I must speak out concerning
your attitude as revealed in your
behavior concerning the gays on
your campus.
I was surprised to learn that you,
as the leader of the largest
Presbyterian College in the State
of Ohio, refused to sign a
statement expressing opposition
to the harassment of homo-
sexuals. Your action is in direct
opposition to a directive issued by
the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church U.S.A.,
meeting in San Diego in 1978.
I was further surprised to find
that you are in opposition to the
action taken by the faculty at a
recent meeting to change the
College's Notice of Nondiscrim-
inatory Policy. The faculty
amended the current Notice to
read: The College of Wooster
does not discriminate on the basis
of sex, race, creed, sexual
orientation, national origin, or
handicap." Your opposition to this
statement is also in violation of the
action of the 190th General
Assembly of the United
Presbyterian Church U.S.A.
If you fear that taking a stand for
equal human rights for
homosexuals would jeopardize
the College's position with large
corporations which contribute to
the College, I enclose a fist,
compiled in October of 1978, of
large corporations which have
adopted a ron-discrmiinato- ry
policy. Many other large
corporations have been added to
this Est since 1978, but I do not
have an up-date- d one at hand.
(cont. on P-- 5)
Issues Remerge
For Ccnisideration
Dear Editor,
Last spring I wrote a guest
editorial for the famous "purple"
issue of the Voice and followed it
with a letter to the editor two
weeks later. Somehow it was lost
and was never published. Since it
is now a new quarter but the same
issues are still very relevant , I
would Eke to re --write and re-
submit that letter.
The main point of my editorial
was to make people aware of the
I subtle and not-so-subt- le forms of
discrimination going on here at
Wooster. The letters to the editor
the week after that issue showed
that most people were drastically
missing the point. That issue of the
Voice was not meant to say there
is nothing good about Wooster
nor to point-finger- s at a few
individuals. It was written to make
people more aware and,thus,
hopefully more humane toward
the other people here. Other
readers seemed to . see that
" discrimination was a fact but were
unclear about what to do. This
point of view was particularly
expressed at the Pit Stop which
was held the Tuesday following the
release of the "purple" issue.
(cont. on p. 6)
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Africaaners; Exploit Blacks
Guest Editorial '.......V. by Lynette Parker
Traditionally, land has been synoriymous with survival. From the land
comes nourishment, shelter, minerals and many sources of energy. To
take away the land from people is to take away all those things which
support and sustain Efe. However, the disruption to the Eves of people
goes much deeper, for tied to the land is the unity, the cultural heritage
and the future weO-beki- g of successive generations of the people whose
home is the land.
Generally, people have been forced to leave their homes and their land
because of war or drought. However, in South Africa, the original
inhabitants the.' African people have suffered an even greater
- injustice. Black people, the natives of south Africa, have been told by the
Africaaners the ruling White minority that they are to be considered
foreigners in their own land and will be treated accordingly. Not only has
. t it - ii i: r L..4 m Jw.:..'rnsir inn n&m nrnirwn nu immiinu njiinmib. I Mil 1 1 mrn nun iuuniulv
and pride has been denied. Further, their control over their destiny has
- been stripped from them, and their families have been the target of
" destructive forces. Adding to this degradation and insult, under South
; Africa's rigid system ofapartheid. Blacks are not citizens of South Africa.
In Africaans the Ianguageof the Dutch invaders, apartheid means
'apartness, the Africaaners have implemented racist policies of
apartheid to the extent allowed by economic expedience. In public
places, as well as in private, the races are not permitted to mix. Work
places, schools, hospitals, and neighborhoods are all segregated.
(cont. on p. 5)
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Soup and Bread Night Fights Hunger
To the Editor
While the popularity of world
hunger as a concern in the United
States has waxed and waned over
the years, its devastation around
the world has not. A decade ago,
The New York Times compiled a
survey on world poverty and
concluded that, "There are more
poor people than ever.and-mor- e
of them than ever are born into
malnutrition 'and disease.
,
Physically and mentally stunted,
they five wretchedly foreclosed
fives in which the future means
little more than tomorrow's
"struggle to survive. They die
young and hopeless. Conditions
in developing nations have, for the --
most part, only gotten worse and
the suffering more severe.
During the past ten years, COW
students, with the cooperation of
Food Service and the Treasurer's
Office, have! addressed them-
selves to the on-goin- g crisis of
world hunger through a program
called "Soup and Bread". Soup
and Bread serves the two-fol-d
purpose of including a measure of
simplicity into our eating .habits
and at the same time raising
money to aid hunger-relie- f
protects around the world. Once a
week, students who register for
Soup and Bread meet in Kittredge
Dinmg HaD for a meal of soup,
bread, peanut butter and drinks, in
place of the regular Food Service
menu. ;
The. money --saved by eating
more simply --goes , to Oxfam- -
America, a private agency which
. - ( . m - A .lai... ,mmm It f
-
programs in developing countries,
wh3e operating under only a 3-overhe- ad.
Oxfam is currently
inmates Desperate.
For Some Letters, Too
Dear Editor: J
v We are from Wooster, Ohio,
.
and we have been to your college
many times. We are currently
confined at F.CJF.. Ashland
Federal Prison. My cellmate and I
.are two very lonely men. We do
not get any mafl from anyone,
thus, if you could provide us with
space in your paper, perhaps
students wfl write to us. Thank
you sincerely for your help and
understanding.
Sincerely Yours.
G. Wayne HunleyWiffie R Ciaffin
21173-10- 1 Urat DJ645M 18 Unit D.
Box 888 Box 888
AshlanttKY Ashland. KY
41101
.41101
supporting 55 projects in some of
the poorest regions of Africa, Asia
and Latin America.
Signups for his quarter's Soup
and Bread program will begin next
week during meals at Lowry and
Kittredge dining halls. The first
meal will be the following week.
We strongly urge all students to
participate in this cooperative
effort to stem the tide of starvation
in our world.
Jeff Dandoy
Cathy Thomas
Lee Torch
Joe Sttifigross .
Cathy Clasper
Jean Peacock
Jack Jones
Andy Loess
1
..
.
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Critter-Like-" Politicians
Bug Reagan's "Rose Garden"
Ouesr cxmona ... oy inwinyt opence
Lincoln Park Garden of Roses, Chicago While the fruit flies are still
having their fun in Jerry's backyard, there appears to be another bad
Dngnt eisewnere m irus greai repuouc. oypsy morns, oweevus ana wau
Street gnats are trying to ruin President Reagan's Rose Garden. .
an . . . I . 1 1 1 - . 1 ti Ifwnen pit. neagan reiumea io wasrungiun a monui oyu mua a wu
deserved rest, he heard people talking as though his New Beginning were
going to end up in the field as compost, like all his recent predecessors'
hio orwernment. bio nothina programs. -
The gypsies (less conservative Republicans) and the weevils
(conservative Southern Democrats) have consistently supported the
President's programs. They know that Mr. Reagan is dead set on helping
rejuvenate America. They also know that if he succeeds, they will be ,
-- jv .n (kyti. r Inv Inui lima rvtmn A.n4 tKw. nrawli matt tAianf3CUU C U 1 II 11.11 M a aw. a iujk iw i a., m mm uaab ;ja auw
as much for WaD Street as they can possibly get AO these critters were -
they be voters or speculators for the way the economy had been before
the Reagan ascendancy.
During the middle of the third quarter, the dog days of August, the
moths, the weevils and the gnats all got kind of tjred waiting for the New
Beginning to materialize. They all started asking, during a time when the
economy normally slows, why interest rates are so high, and economic
mcficators so plagued with a malaise, and stock speculators so lazy. As
seven months of Mr. Reagan were going to instantly reverse a disaster
which was years in the making.
Fact is. when vou take a oander at the economy stock prices.
interest rates, unerrtployment, and all that it is still in far better shape ""
than it was under President Carter. We must not forget that there has .
been an improvement, albeit slght, m this President s hrst seven months,
ujIhIa tKo ornmnir nif-tii- re fniir uears on tvwi heoun to look auke bleak.
As recent events demonstrate, the president seems even more intent --
upon putting America back on the tracks. He continues his drive to put
the government's books back into balance. Last week Mr. Reagan .
announced reductions in sorely needed funding for the Pentagon. Other .
reductions are pending. Meantime, Mr. Reagan, who continues to keep t
his campaign promises, is being wrongfully chastised. Memory probably
College Republicans Seek Members; Al&VxexAXo
Encourages Participation in Politics
To the Voice:
With the 26th Amendment
lowering the voting age to 18, the
importance of effecting bask
political organization on college
campuses has reached new levels
of significance. Indeed, the more
than seveh and-a-ha- lf million
coflegiates ' throughout the nation
represent an awesome voting bloc
and an invaluable resource to our
democratic form of government.
College Republicans acknow-
ledge this fact and have made it
their business to see that college
students become at least aware of
the philosophy embraced by the
GOP. An auxiliary to the national
'
,
and the state party structures,
College Republicans are the oldest
and the largest student political
organization in America today.
They are actively engaged in
Flu Rce Nears
Thirteenth Serving
To the Editor:
.
. "
, It is my belief that as concerned
students we should be aware of
the velocity with which history is
made around us. r We . have
witnessed the first man to walk the
moon, a reusable space ship and a"
mile record being lowered by
seconds at a time. And yet most
College of Wooster students are
b&nd to the. fact that history is
being made on this very campus.
During the spring quarter of the
1980-8- 1 year, "fluffy nee" was
served thirty times, a feat never
before accomplished on this
campus. Yet at thewriting of this
letter. September 22, 198 L we
have seen the rice that is so fluffy,
six times. If this pace is held the
thirty barrier will be shattered
completely- - AWAKEN students of
The College of Wooster. You are
being given the chance to see
history made right in front of you.
DONT MISS THIS CHANCE!
Thank you.
- BiB Price
. .
iBox 2484 Ext 513
political education, campaigning,
and in the recruitment of new
party members in all of the fifty
states.
The College Republican Club of
Wooster, which is an officially
chartered college organization, is
currently seeking to expand its
membership on campus. We are
undertaking to identify Republican
students, ensure that they are
registered to vote, and most
importantly, provide them with the
opportunity to participate actively
in the Republican Party. The
bottom fine, for our part, is to
imbue college students (and. we
hope, their profs) with a steadfast
political awareness.
Any and all members of this
campus community are cordially
invited to attend our next meeting,
which shall be held on Tuesday.
September 29 in Kauke 104. at
7:30 pjn. ' .
Sincerely.
D.W.Johnson
College Republicans
Ronald Reaoan never promised an immediate rose garden. Not even
his most ardent supporters befieved the President's green thumb could
create a flowering America in half a year's time. But the roses have borne
buds, and if the gypsies, the weevils and the gnats can stop their pester-
ing, we will probably see things bright and full before too tang.
With No Etftor, No INDEX for Sehbrs
To the Editor
Community:
.1 ft Z i .L . . . I"ana ine tuouege aiiiKjiai...y, wiumui an eauor, no
Last Spring Quarter, the
Publications Committee an-
nounced that it was taking
applications for the positions of
Editor in Chief of The Index,
Wooster's yearbook, and Editor-in-Chi- ef
of the Thistle, - the
College's literary magazine. Only
after numerous notices appeared
in campus publications did several
individuals interview for the
position of Editor of the Thistle;
one was chosen by the
Committee. As of this time, no one
has expressed interest in the
position of Editor in Chief of the
Index.
Quite obviously, this situation
has several very serious
implications for the College. Most
Index wul be published this year;
the Class of 1982 will be without
the traditional yearbook.
Some of you may dismiss this
issue as sad, but as unrelated to
your own sphere at Wooster.
Some of you may choose to ignore
it ' completely. Whatever your
choice. I only hope that you feel
the same way come June.
Anyone interested in applying '
fa-a-ir fu nncitm rst f?Air an ""Viira .avm ta t& pvotui a wa aw.-aaii- -a n a a. v--a va .
the Index is asked to submit a :
letter of application, briefly stating -
hisher qualifications, to Prof. '
Henry Herring. Chairperson of the '
Publications Committee. An
interview with the Committee will
then be arranged.
.1 Mary A. Neagoy ..
Editor in Chief
. tVl. ioqo oi i j
Reagan Mutilates 1982 Student Loans
Washington. D.C. (CPS) The'
.budget cuts which President
Ronald Reagan signed into law
August 13 included sweeping
changes in most federal student
aid programs. The changes in the
major ptograms are outlined
below.
Guaranteed Student Loans
1 ) Students who apply for GSLs
after August 23. 1981 wO have to
pay a new fee called a "loan
origination fee." The amount of
the origination fee is five percent of
the total amount of the loaruThere
win also be a new "insurance fee"
amounting to 1-- 5 percent of the
amount of the loan..
2) All students, regardless of
financial worth, used to be able to
get GSLs. But as of October 1.
1981. students from families with
annual incomes over $30,000 wiB
have to demonstrate financial
need in order to get a GSL.
Congress and the U. S. Dept. of
'Education are shU debating what
constitutes "need." r
Peff Grants
1) Students now get less money
per year from Pel Grants, which
used to-- be called Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants.
Last faB. maximum Pel Grant per
year was $1800. President Carter
lowered it to $1750. Under the new
Reagan law, the maximum is
$1670.
2) Congress will raise the total
amount in the Pell Grant pot from
$2.6 billion this year to $3 billion in
fiscal 1984.
National Direct Student Loans
. 1) The interest rates on NDSLs
wiO go from four percent to five
percent annually.
.2) In congressional tracing,
financial directors were tolda $100
tniffion NDSL appropriation would
be restored to the budget. It
wasnl. When the program was ;
finally re-fund- ed this summer, the
appropriation was $14.8 million ,
lower. "
3) Congress will keep it lower. It
mandated no increases in NDSL
funding (currently $286 million) --
through 1984.; ' ;
No-Grow- th Programs ' t
.
Congress
- resolved . not to
increase funding for
1) Supplemental
. Educational
Opportunity, Grants for at least
three years (current funding is
$370 YniUion). . -
2rCoDege Work-Stud- y for three
years (current funding is $550
million). 4 -
v (cont.'onp. 6).
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Reagan Slashing American
Necessities; Profiting Rich?
by Ralph Nader
The multimillionaire, who owns
several $1,000 cowboy boots, is
the same man who" wants to
eliminate the minimum $122-a-mont- h
Social Security payment,
cut school lunch plates in half and
prevent aid to dependent children
if families have more than $ 1 .000 in
personal property. The man. of
course, is Ronald Reagan and he
wants much more. He wants you,
the taxpayer, to continue paying
corporations billions of dollars in
subsidies, tie wants tens of billions r
of dollars more for the already
bloated and waste-ridde- n
Pentagon budget an amount
that perplexed even former
Republican Defense Secretary
MeKin Laird.
Such lavish government
spending for the rich is consistent
with the president's own lavish
lifestyle and the very wealthy
people that make up his inner
circle of longtime advisers. So far,
Ronald Reagan has shown the
American people his smile. He also
has exuded the politician's usual
spate of saber-rattlin- g patriotic
slogans. But Reagan is neither
funny nor patriotic when you set
aside his rhetoric and get down to
his deeds.
Is it funny to take a working legal
aid program for 30 million
Americans and try to dismantle it?
Even the recently retired heads of
Du Pont, General Motors and
General Electric urged this
program's retention.
Is it patriotic to seriously
weaken the clean air law, cripple
the worker's safety program and
destroy the auto safety crash
protection standard? Patriotism
certainly includes respect for the
health and safety of the American
people in their own country. Or, at
the least, enforcement of existing
safety laws.
Is it love of country to block
cancer-preventio- n programs that
are striving to protect future as
well as" present generations of
Americans? Is it being a
presidential guardian to back
Interior Secretary James Watt's
moves to give away so much of the
wealth of the federal lands to
multinational oompanies who
profit at the public's expense?
Where is our president's
compassion? Looking over his
public utterances, dutifully
compiled every week in print form
by the White House, one is
astonished at the absence of
concern for the sick, the disabled,
the elderly, the poor. Even
President Nixon is on the record
with very quotable expressions
We Are Looking
Forward to
Meeting You.
NICK CALABRETTA
By Appointment
264-224- 9
favoring programs for environ
mental health, product safety, and
workers' health. At least, Mr.
Nixon felt the need to reaffirm
publicly these values, even though
they did not claim his priorities.
But Mr. Reagan feels no such
need. He thinks he can obvinte
these felt necessities of the
American people with, substitute
phrases, like cutting government
spending, getting the government
off people's backs and protecting
the values of the home. He must
mean a mobile home. For under
his regime of continuing high
interest rates, most young couples
will not be able to afford a house
for their families. And is it getting
off people's backs to revoke
proper restraints on the domestic
spying activities of the FBI and the
CIA or to' make the Reagan
government more secretive from
the citizens of this country?
The Reaganites are showing
their extremist colors every day.
Wall Street finds their economic
policies unsettling. Labor
conducts a massive protest march
in Washington the first such rally
in many years. The elderly are
whispering betrayal by the
president they voted for in
November.
Most Americans would like to
respect their president. But the
White House's double standard
one for the rich and one for the
rest of America is not the way to
earn civic support. Soon the
presidential smile and wave will
-- wear thin. As people see the
cruelty and hypocrisy behind the
Reagan smile, his administration,
increasingly calling on the public
for more patience, will lose its hold
on the credibility of the middle
class. After that, as the French
say, comes le deluge.
(Released by The Register and
Tribune Syndicate. 1981.) -
t
Church Announces
Handbell Choir
The Tower Bells of the First
Presbyterian Church is extending
an open invitation to all who are
interested in ringing English. Hand-
bells. The Church owns a four
octave set of Whitechapel Hand-
bells (made in London. England)
and is interested in augmenting the
ranks of its bell choir with College
of Wooster students. Rehearsals
are on Sunday evenings from 6:00
to 7:00 p.m. Anyone - who is
interested should contact John
Russell in the Music Dept. (Merz
Hall).
1
TaT
Stop in for a
Shampoo, Cut and
Blow Dry, and
receive a FREE
Vefit Brush.
345 Building
345 N. Market St. '
Wooster. Ohio 44691
iis
Brockington Reid (left) and Brenda Denmark (right) rehearse one of the lighter moments in For
Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Enuf, the dramatic portrait of
contemporary black women.
Africa Week Features Broadway Play
(cont. from pg. 1)
from Barnard College as Paulette
Williams in 1970, her life began to
change drastically. She moved to
California and, sparked partially
by the heat of the times, her goals
in life changed. She began by
branching out from the strict
middle class, black background
she had known, and became an
individual. She spent time with-peopl-e
who encouraged her to
write poetry as she wished, not as
she had been trained during the
early part of her life.
The most tangible change she
made in her life was her name"
change. The name she chose from
the Xousa dialect, a South African
tongue, means, "shg who walks
like a lion" and "she who comes
with her own things."
She became a feminist during
this transformational time in her
The
by Jim Luce ,
Jonichi wa! Hola! Gruess dich!
Welcome (back) to the
Internationalist the oldest
column present in the Voice
today. Conceived in 1976, this
column has served the Wooster
community for over 5 years. This
year the Internationalist hopes to
serve the foreign . interest on
campus by presenting ideas and
opinions from a variety of
columnists. Selected to illustrate
the breadth of our community,
each, week we " will present
commentary
. on - international
events concerning Wooster,
GLCA, America and the world in
general-
- Are 'you interested in
Ohio, Bolivia, Malaysia or Spain?
Have you ever lived abroad or are
you interested in doing so? Do you
know the difference between the
German Democratic Republic and
the Federal Republic of Germany?
Obviously, eachone of iis comes
to Wooster from , a different
background and perceives " the
world in a different light. Thus, we
will strive to bring to you a large
diversity." '
.
. . .
.
This year there are about 1700
students on campus, about 100
from countries outside North
life. She says of Jierself, "I was
determined that women were
going to be viable and legitimate
literary figures. I really got much
more "involved with writing about
women for that reason."
The play is rooted in a set of
poems which Shange produced on
stage in San Francisco in 1974.-Th- e
play grew in popularity, and
the size of the production grew
also, until 1976 when Chorus Line
producer Joseph Papp took over .
the playmusical and proceeded to
make it a success on Broadway.
Several - groups .have been
instrumental in bringing the play to
WoosTer: --Cultural Events
Committee, Department of Black
Student Affairs. Douglass
Programming Board." the English
Department, ICC. ISC. SAB, the
Internationalist
America. Although Babcock is the
center of international programs,
at Wooster, only 25 foreign
- students live there; the majority of
students in Babcock this year are
Americans who have lived abroad ?
with their families, were on high
school exchange programs such
as Rotary or AFS, or recently were
participants with one of the many
.
GLCA international programs.
On campus, we have many
students who have been abroad
with various programs, and
although a few admit that the
experience was not always easy,
probably every one would
.
recommend visiting a place apart
from this Place Apart. - :
What attracts a student from
. the likes of Paris, Tokyo or Bogota
to Wooster? Most probably the
same thing that attracts students
from Chev?" Chase or Cleveland
.. it's - the paradox ,of ; an
intellectual community in Ohio.
. Another, more serious reason is.
' the excellent job performed by
Karen Lowe-Raftu- s, Associate
Director of Admissions'. Although
unknown to many on campus, --
Lowe-Raftus spends months of
. each year circling the globe
recruiting students for Wooster.
According to Soubhi Debs, a
Lebanese freshman from Kobe,
Speech Department and the
Women's Rpsoiirro C'ant or
Tickets are available to students
for 9 AH aru--l all i-.- Kr
$3.00. They can be purchased at
Lowry Center front desk, Maurer --
Pharmacy.. 1827 Cleveland Road ,
or Boyd's Drug Store on Public
Square. -
Keep Red Cross
readyi
Japan, "the first contact I had was
through Karen Lowe-Raftu- s telling
me all about Woosterr I really"
appreciated her interest in me; it
really got me interested in coming.
' here." Another student, Sandesh "
Selveratnam, a sophomore from
Sri Lanke, comments that more
students oncampus should oe
aware of the fine job Lowe-Raftu- s
is doing. -- "
.
Three hew students from Japan
"
are now on campus, two exchange
students from Waseda University,"
Masaaki Kihara and Eiji Sano, and
. one transfer student from Tokyo,
Aoi Soya. These students had a
chance to meet Dr. Miller in
Tokyo. He spent the past summer
doing research at- - Waseda. Dr.
' Miller is presently teaching a
course - related to his research
- entitled "Political Systems of East
Asia." Dr. Donald MacKenzie also
spent last year on sabbatical in-Jap- an,
however,! he passed away
during the summer, a noticeable
and sad loss for the College. Dr
ividi.rveiiK jisstru an auioiiitj
sensitivity to Japanese culture and
a feeling for Japanese ceramics
through which he managed" to
l - i i: J L.:DTiiHjcjapaii alive uui ii ly ma classes
" in Severance. As a scholar, as an
artist and asa human being, he will
be missed. "
'' - .'
.
- V ' ' '
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African "Homelands"
Black MajonV Citizenshp- - j
(cont. from p. 2) . ' - "".' 7 . 't ;
Exceptions' to strict separation of the people have been "made so that
Black people can clean house, cook.-garde- n and perform other menial
work for the White minority. --These exceptions to segregation can be ,
made because the practices of separation and exclusion foerri only the 'x
surface of the apartheid system. At its roots is an economic systemjhat :
needs a group of people whoaie economicallir dependent , and will :
constitute a supply of readily .available, inexpensive labor.; With the ;
expansion of the South African economy and its growingrieed for labor,
the supply of White labor has proved to be insufficient. Consequently,,
Black laborers have been hired, most in unskilled, menial positions. '
One of the policies implemented by the South Africangovemment,
which has effectively" destroyed any claims by Blacks to rights of
citizenship in ' South Africa andhas strengthened the system of
apartheid, has- - been , the., creation of bantustans ("homelands")-- J
Bantustans constitute a mere 13 percent of the land in South Africa. This :
13 percent of the land, however, was chosen so that it is devoid of most of
the rich soil and the mineral resources which characterizes South
African land, "...not one of the so-calle- d 'Bantustan nations have an
intact piece of land. All of them are scattered little bits of the most
unyielding soil. In each area the more productive bits are White- - ,
controlled islands on which White farms or other types of industry are
situated. (Steve Bikq, Write What I Like, p. 82) The Black population of
South Africa which comprises about 75 of the totalpopulation has been
relegated to these "homelands." . ' ' ' I . .
With the creation of bantustans, Blacks were stripped of their South .
. African citizenship and assigned to a "homeland." Blacks are allowed off
of the Bantustans only if they have valid passes which are obtained solely
through proof of employment . Keeping families intact is not considered a
legitimate reason for living outside the bantustans; tnus, ramines ot tnose
Blacks employed in cities, or in White-owne-d and --controlled farms and
mines, must remain on the bantustans. To be caught off the bantustans
without a valid pass is a criminal offense, punishable by heavy fines and
imprisonment. In addition, those caught , are deported back to the
"bantustans.' - .
Requiring about 75 of the population to five on relatively non-- ;
productive 13 of South Africa's land has meant that life on the '
bantustans is one of suffering. Food is scarce, health services are poor,
and overcrowding is a problem. Unable to make an adequate living on
the bantustans, the families depend on the earnings of relatives ,
employed outside the "homelands." Thus, bantustans which the White
-- government claimed would give Blacks greater independence and
control of their lives have effectively aoonsnea tne ciaim to ngnis oi
citizenshininWhAfrica.Further.anavaflablepoolofBlacklaborfrom
which White businesses can draw
be economically dependent.,- -
Evans
To all the?' Christians on the
campus of the College of Wooster:
- I've gota question to ask:
What's the biggest threat to
Christianity in the world today? It
could be the Communists, and it
could be just aseasily materialism
'embodied within the capitalist
system. That's us America.- - - It
might be repression from South
American political leaders
depriving their people from the
basics needed to survive, let alone
worship a God. Some swear that
it's Jerry Falwelland his bunch of
-- conservatives, and there's' a lot of
folk pointing their fingers at a guy
in a red suit complete with barbed
tail and a one way ticket to the land
of microwave ovens. In my book,
all these are rurtners-u- p to the real
threat. As we all breathlessly await
the answer to thi& question, and
while - we re -- wondering wraor ;
what this evil force could be that .
threatens our . being, our very"
reason lor" livingTrd like us to take
a good look aMhe mirror. So what .
does it feel like to be face. to face,
with the greatest threat to the
faith? -
--Now don t be getting defensive
too quickly Before you crucify me
let me explain myself.; There's an --
old saying that puts my thesis into --..
a proverbial ; .nutshell: Christ-
ianity's worst, eriemies are" often '
Christians. "How "so," you ask:
Well, Tm glad you asked that 2
question, It's that we tend to be.
like all humans, Va tad on ' the
hypocritical side and, unfortunate- -
ly for our witness,1 people tend to ,' .
judge our actions'as' tepresenta-- . '
the ot who "we are more heavily
' " like tathan our words.".;.rd
tMV GSI TittS STRAIGHT OTR 1 -- 1 ' ; , -
has ensured that Blacks ccte7l?r?
K.-'w.;;Vv--
-
, .: ; ..f ov--:-:- ' - .
ous
emphasize one concern in
particular that fits us here at the
College.- - Back in the sixteenth"
century some nerd of a Pope
decided he was going to repress
the reformers in Germany with his .
armies. It didn't matter to him
terribly that ,they were fellow'
Christians, the important thing
was that they disagreed with him,
and "anyway what's more
important? The Pope's ' boys
marched north and kicked the tar
out of those ' poor innocent
reformers.1 Well the reformers
being the forgiving and charitable
lot they were, got " their gang
together and did a little kicking of
their own as they marched south.
But that was Europe and a long
time ago. The fruits of that conflict
" are long since past , especially here
hn America, right? I wouldn't count
.on jt. ...
,
..
.
'
--
.,.
' Right here in trie bid U. S of A.
-- we've had our share of talking love
with .4 ; Corinthians 13 j. firmly
planted in our right hand while
we're nuking . our spiritual
"opponents with our left. The
Puritans, "who were forced by
religious persecution from the
English throne to flee their native
country and --settle here, helped
form the famous Massachusetts
Bay Colony back in the
- seventeenth. Now you'd think that
people who had
.
been oppressed
to that degree would have learned
the folly of intolerance not a
--chance. These folks got a thrill out
. of bond fires set under women and
men accused of being in league
"
with the devil. They also had little
patience for Catholics and
Anglicans; acceptance of that
by Susan Fkjge --
At Wooster we are fortunate in
being members of a liberal arts
community- - in --'which formal
academic training is enhanced by"'
many other channels for inquiry
and learning. From Convocations. .
concerts, plays and films to
memorable late night convers-
ations we have a unique
opportunity to share in a richly
diverse program of., events that
contribute to the excitement and
vitality of the intellectual life on this
campus. I say unique because the
which was different was not their
strong point. '
Here on the campus we dont
burn witches or march down to St.
Mary's and stone theiiearest nun --
we can find. We've fortunately
gone beyond that levefof maturity. '
Instead we've .opted for another
tactic of dealing with those '
heretics who would be pernicious
enough not to see eye to eye with ,
us We simply forget them. We put
ourselves " into little exdusSve-'-group- s
and serve the '.Lord. If-anythi- ng,
this is a condemnation of "
myself. As a leaden of one of the
larger fellowship- - groups on --
campus, I am to blame as much as .
any for this exclusive attitude.- -
. Some clubs grow and thrive
because of : their exclusive .
attitudes. There's a posh private r
dub . a short distance .from my
house in Washington. O.C. that
caf ers only 6 the up and coming i-politic- al,
notables. It is amazingly
popular, and has a long waiting
list. Doubtless the human animal 'i-lik- es
to be considered worthy of ;.,
special treatment in relation to his
fellows. For the Christian there isf"
nq such worthiness. If anything we f
are to be the lowest of society, ourj
conversion to the faith brings us to r
the .realization that nothing we V
have done will ever make us'-worth- y
or notable,-- - and if we ,
suDDOse ourselves to be better- -
' than our fellow pristian brothers
we only slam Christ right back up-
on the cross with the nails of our
pride. ' :
. v -- :
- To bring this home, there's a
problem on Wooster's campusl
these days:' Suddenly' there are
fconf. on p. 7) ,
Herie at Wooster
"brought --' together in" --our own
backyard, but also' the relative":
leisure without the responsibilities" '
of job - and home, to , take
advantage of them. In addition this
diversity of events offers a chance
to get acquainted with ideas, :
disciplines and people "we might
miss in the usual round of classes
and courses. - "
The. upcoming Africa Week
provides an opportunity to inform ;
ourselves in depth about the tragicj
and controversial - situation irT '
South Africa. A group of scholars
from different backgrounds, some,;
with first hand experience of life in
'South Africa, will gather"tp share
with each other and with. us .
information and " perspectives
which might, be impossible to.; :
obtain from newspaper stories and
newscasts.""" " -- 1; . ?
Coupled with our opportunities
is a responsibility to ourselves to
take advantage of what is here. It is
sometimes easy to let ourselves be
jockeyed into a passive consumer
attitude. But ' the ; liberal, arts .
- z. ':
1936 Alurruius DencLmces CopelancTs
Reaction to Hombse5cuaE Statement
i (cont. from p.. 2) , : "
.
If you. fear that the adoption of r'
such a statement would make the.
College of Wooster a mecca for . :;
homosexuals," your 'fears "are
grourKness'The Ohio University
at A thens, Ohio has had such 'a
policy for several years and has."
experienced no great influx of
homosexual ; students, : faculty,
aridor employees.' ? f " .
As an alumnus of the College, I .
beg of --you that the Board of ,
Trustees be required to read
"pages D-1- 9, D 200, and D 201 of
the Blue Book of the 190th " :
General -- Assembly before they
take , any action on , the
recommendation of the faculty
concerning the College's non- - r
discriminatory policy." I fear that s
failure of the Board to T act
positively on this recommendation T
will only increase the violence,
"queer bashing," vandalism,' and.
threats on campus. This, of '
course, does not take into
THE
rARTy
in tha Coiimtm Hill SHOPShotpn Cnt
loc J62-884- I. 3
'' experience cannot be served up
and consumed.'. It happens for
each of us only with the willingness
...to try something new, to take, the
time, to commit ourselves to the
cultural and intellectual life inside
and outside of the classrooms a .
"habit of mind which continues --
when the time here at Wooster is .
over. ' :. ,.v'.
Further events ., of special
interest this week, at Wooster:
-
. This evening Dale Moore and
: Daniel Winter. Department of
Musk,' will perform songs by
Mozart.'Chausson, Duparc, Finzi
- and Schumann at 7:30 p.m. in
Mackey HalL ! ;
..
, Wednesday . evening"x the
1 Broadway Touring Company will
be on campus presenting For
Colored Girls Who Havey
Considered Suicide When The
Rainbow s Enuf, at 8.00 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
It's not too late to enjoy the
: graceful and whimsical prints by
the English artist Anthony Gross
In Severance Art Studios until,
Oct. 2. . -
consideration the , psychological
damage donelq the approximate-l- y
200 homosexuals on campus
who must live two lives in order to
survive in the atmosphere you
would seem to wish to perpetuate
at Wooster.. vi " ' Name Withheld "
'-
-
"c'-'-
: a! Class of "36"
A copy of this list is available
upon request "s. from the ' Voice
office. - '
; f: Flair Trcvel
Consultcnts
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For your Convenience
W 'Just off thepollege Campus
Welcome
Dock!
CALL
264-650-5
f 7 Registered Ohio Travel Agent
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Sixth Section and Administration Clash
Over Problems of Social Behavior IbDOScftECUTTW-O-
(cont. from p. 1)
of the Code of Social
Responsibility which says that the
college's judicial board may be
used as an appellate body for
those accused of infractions of the
Code of Social Responsibility.
According to Barr, things
happened like this: sixth section
members met periodically with
Swegan last winter and spring
quarters during the probation
term to check on possible reports
coming from Security and Hall
Council accusing section
members of disorderly conduct.
"Swegan kept saying that things
were going fine but that he would
make . a final decision on our
housing at the end of spring
quarter, Barr said. Before he left
campus, Barr met with Swegan for
the last time and this time the
report was not so good. "Swegan
said there were reports with
members' names that had come in 1
during the last couple of weeks,"
Barr noted.
Finally, Swegan telephoned
Barr the day after graduation,
informing him that sixth section
would not be housed in Bissman
for the next year, Barr came back
to campus the following week', and
he said he was assured by others in
the administration that sixth
section would be granted an
appeal. But a few days after he
returned home, Barr received a
letter from William Baird, Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
who, on the President's behalf
reviewed the matter and chose to
uphold the dean's staffs decision
to deny housing privileges.
Sixth section members say their
case was not handled routinely
' they were not granted an appeal as
a section even though many
individuals who committed the
disruptive acts cited by the dean's
staff went to Judicial Board and
were, therefore, entitled to an
appeal.
"Sure Baird reviewed it he just
talked to individuals who had
made the decisions before and, of
course, he got the same
information," Thomas said. "That
is like saying in a court of law,
'Okay prosecution, go ahead and
then not letting the defense talk,"
Thomas added. If given the chance
to appeal, section members say
they would have pointed out that
many of the acts were committed
by individuals, not by the whole
MADDEN'S
OF
CARPETS
First Quality Remnants
for carpeting your dorm
room, or platform.
348 E. Liberty
section, and that some of the
accusations were unwarranted.
As it is, the men will never get a
chance to appeal, although Baird
says he did consider Barr's letter
requesting an appeal as the appeal
itself. Most important, however,
the dean's staff maintains that
because of the nature of the
relationship between the College
and the sections, sixth was not
entitled to an appeal.
"We consider ourselves as the
landlords of college housing and
students as tenants, so it is our
decision as to what to do about
housing," Swegan explained about
this special relationship. Like any
other landlord, Swegan said the
dean's staff may evict anyone who
is not living up to the housing
agreements. The staff has
relocated other students in the
past, he said.
In addition, Swegan says that
living as a group is a special
privilege so that those who do so
are responsible for the behavior of
the group and its individuals if they
hope to retain their privilege.
Swegan also pointed out that
because of the landlord-tena- nt
relationship, a housing case would
not be referred to judicial board
and so the group would likewise
not be eligible for an appeal to the
body. Besides, Swegan says that
he really wanted to believe their
(sixth section's) appeal but he
doubted that it meant a whole lot
and that they would change this
year. j
Baird admits that sixth section
has been "put on the spot" in
regards to his decision to uphold
the dean's staffs recommenda-
tion. But he also pointed out that
during spring room draw, the men
were given the choice of trying to
get their rooms through regular
room draw or applying for special
block housing again and taking the
chance that this privilege might
later be denied. If the members
had done the former instead of the
latter, their housing would have
been protected since they would
not have been living under special
privilege housing, Swegan noted.
Swegan admits that campus life .
for the sections generally looks
grim. But it is not just the
administration's fault, he said.
Swegan pointed out that less than
25 percent of the men on campus
are members of 'a section a
marked decrease over a few years
GALLERY
264-35-89
ago.
"Sections have been labeled as
not being concerned about
academics and many students
who come here find they don't '
want to live in an environment
where the emphasis is on having a
good time," he, said. Swegan
maintains that sections could be a
positive contribution to the
campus community and says that
some of the men are already
involved in service projects.
According toSwegan, members
of sixth --section may have
registered parties like last
weekend's, but they must display
good behavior this year if they
want to regain their housing block
next year. Members of Crandall
and seventh section must do the
same if they do not want to end up
like sixth section. This is a critical
year for the survival of sections," --
Swegan added.
Discard Biases and
(cont. from p. 2)
Right about now I am feeling
very tired and frustrated about
trying to make this a better place,
but for the well-intention- ed
readers out there t would like to
suggest a few practical things to
do: i
.
1) Respect the basic human
dignity of everyone without regard
to things Eke sex, race, age, sexual
preference, religion, color,
national origin, etc. I know that
sounds elementary but it seems
many people here just can't
manage it. By the way, this
involves not making jokes at
others' expense, not harassing
people verbally or physically, not
using these characteristics to
judge their performance, morality,
fitness for employment or
advancement, or intelligence.
2) Respecting others also
involves talcing -- an active role in
supporting them if their rights are
Fellowships
The Committee on Institutional
Cooperation has established a
fellowships program designed to
increase the representation of
members of minority - groups
among those who hold doctorates
in the social sciences, humanities,
natural sciences, mathematics and
engineer Hrg.
Funded by grants from The LiDy
Endowment, Inc., The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation and The John '
D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation that total more than
$4 million and from additional
resources of the affiliated
ll
1
Reagan Mutilates
(cont. from p. 3)
3) State Student .Incentive
Grants for three years (current
funding is $77 million).
4) Trio Programs for the
Disadvantaged.. for two years
(current funding is $170 million).
Work for Change
being jeopardized. This means
stepping in if someone is being
harassed instead of turning away
or laughing.
3) One of the best ways to be
more tolerant is to learn more
about others. So much of our
prejudice is based on ignorance
that often all it takes is learning
more about something in order to
realize how wrong we have been.
So please go to Africa Week, visit
the Women's Resource Center, go
to lectures, meetings and other
events. In this way you will at least
know what you are talking about
and not look so narrow.
4) Finally, help to point out
problems and work to change
things for the better. Support the
efforts of others in the community
who are working to try and
improve this place for everyone.
Thank you.
Denise Ahkjuist
Box C-10- 16
in combined Parent
and Guaranteed Student loans, or
more than $12,500 total through a
college career.
-
Student Social Security
1) The administration originally
wanted to stop school Social
Security benefits to the 800.000-som-e
students who currently
quality for benefits if their covered
parents are disabled or deceased.
A compromise kept benefits intact
ihis year.
2) The amount of the benefits
will be cut by 25 percent in fall,
1982. No new studentswill qualify
for Social Security benefits as of
then. -
reQows make normal progress
toward the PhD.
Students are urged to apply as
early . as possible in the fall;
application deadline is January 15,
1982. A one-ste- p procedure
combines application for the
fellowship with application for
admission to any of the CIC
--universities on a single form.
Anyone desiring detailed
information about the fellowships
program should write to: CIC
Minorities Fellowships Program,
Kirkwood Hall 111, Indiana
Unviersity, Bloomington, Indiana
47405.
9
Picture Framing
Phone: 262-51- 71
143 E. Liberty SL
Vooster, Ohio
for Minorities Available
universities, the program will
provide 25 fellowships in the social
sciences, 10 in the humanities, and
up to 25 in the natural sciences,
mathematics and engineering for
the 1982-8- 3 academic year.
The Committee on Institutional
Cooperation (CIC) is the.
academic consortium of the Big
Ten universities and the
University of Chicago, all located
in the Midwest.
The fellowships provide full
tuition" plus a stipend of at least
$5,000 for four academic years,
provided of course that 'the
1982 Student Loans
Parent Loans
1) After October 1, 1981,
interest on Parent Loans will rise
from nine percent to 14 percent
per year. Interest is now tied to the
interest rates paid on Treasury
notes. If they fall below 14 percent
and stay low for a year, then
' Parent Loan interest rates will fall
to 12 percent. -
2) Despite much debate.
Congress decided to let
independent students those
putting themselves through school
on their own keep taking out
Parent Loans. But the indepen-
dent student can't get more than
$2500 per year
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GommijaTication is Necessary
Among Wcxster Christians
(cont. from p. 5)
many more Criristian groups
existing and meeting on a weekly
basis. (No twerp, that's not the
problem.) The problem exists in
the lack of communication. Not
being a hopeless idealist. I realize
that diversity will breed division
and we Christians have had ample
practice dividing in the past. That's
to be expected. But let's not make
the mistake our ancestors made. If
we're going to divide, let's split
with a common goal in mind and
team to support one another. If I
remember correctly, we are
fighting the same battle or (for you
sports enthusiasts) running the
same race. Speaking of sports,
consider our varsity front hne.
The coach has chosen them as a
unit, each having his own ability to
contribute to making holes in then-opponent'-s
' defensive group. No
holes, no gain. Communication
between them is - essential to
properly coordinate their
movements.
.
Yet " theyx are
extremely diverse. Compare Bill
Weller, Scot Kobley, Paul
Cochran, Jim Webb and Brian
Perry; in no way can Bill be
counted on to hike the ball as well
as Cochran, yet when it comes to
moving mass tonnage of opposing
players it's Weller hands down.
Some of us may think this
illustration is far too simplistic; I
only wish it was. Could we actually
be missing the point for unity?
.
As we Christians on campus
begin groups of fellowship and
mature within, let's remember the
end goal of our master: His
Lordship over this world's
inhabitants. It will take our
combined and interwoven
resources and gifts to accomplish
this goal. It seems a simple task to
Harriers Trail
Speed; Held;
T" T T ,Dnener LJDSetV
.
' by Katharine L. Blood
The College of Wooster men's
cross country team suffered a
disappointing loss in their season
debut Saturday, September 19 at
Earlham Colleger The men
finished eighth out of the nine
teams attending the --GLCA
Invitational A fine squad from
Hope College led the pack with the
low score of 38 points. Ohio
Wesleyan and. Albion placed
second and third with 62 and 88
points, while Wabash (90).
Kalamazoo (103), Depauw (170),
Denison (176), Wooster (191) and
Earlham (261) all followed.
"I was a bit disappointed with
placing eighth out of nine teams. I
wouldn't be telling the truth if I said
I wasn't," said Coach Tim Breiner.
"We ran against some really tough
competition. Hope placed sixth in
the nation and ; Ohio Wesleyan
earned a third in the Ohio Athletic
Conference last year."
Coopta'ms Mark Ekkrbrock
ancl, Greg Tonian led the way for
BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-Op-Laun- dry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15 :
do the above right. Not a chance.
It is one of the hardest things in the
world to do. Turning to someone
who disagrees with me and telling
that person that I need them to be
a resource in my fife to accomplish
our work here is Eke training those
.
five individual athletes mentioned
above to play as a welded unit, it
takes tremendous amounts of.
energy and patience.
I admit that we are diverse and
that will never change. There's
nothing wrong with that; the more
-- types of Christians we have the
more types of people there will be
who can be reached. That's
healthy. But as we break into
diverse . units let's" keep the
communication and encourage-
ment up for one another. Could it
have been our pride that has kept
us apart this long? A good shot of
humility may just do all of us some
good.
Jamie Evans
Classified
FOR SALE
Spinet-Consol- e Piano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager:
P.O. Box 537 Shelbyvflle, IN
46176.
Electronic Earring and Pin
Hot, red LOVE LITE comes
complete with a mini-batter- y.
Guaranteed to fite up your rate Hfe.
Send $6.00 for one or $10.00 for
two to: TRADING, Box 1007-A- ,
Warwick, R.L 02888. .
the Scots, placing 26th and 29th
overall with the times of 28:05 and
28:16. "I was very pleased with the
way Mark and Greg ran such
smart and steady races," praised
Breiner.
Bill Jackson earned a third for
the men and 43rd over all clocking
a 29:10. In a team effort,tt , MarkrK
Dovxlall, Ken Gocifewski and John
Johns all crossed the finish line
together finishing 46th, 47th and
48th places. Steve Kipp rounded
out the ranks with a 53rd. Tom
Forster and Scott Steffen both ran
well finishing together for the top
two men for Wooster in the junior
varsity division.
"We didn't finish that well in the
standing mainly because three of
our top seven guys were fighting
injuries and that made a difference
in their race," Breiner
commented. "We are a young
team with two freshmen and two .
sophomores- - in the top seven, but'
after a few more races under our ..
belts, we will gain more experience
and confidence. Then we will show
people what we can do."
The Scots will host the OAC
relays Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
i3 Pike's PeakCamera Shop' IN THE
Huge Discounts on
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Moore Adds to
Sociology Ranks
'
- by Edith McGandy
To students taking "Social
Movements" in the Sociology
Department this faB, the name
Mary Moore is now a familiar one.
Dr. Moore has joined the
department after nine years of
graduate study in Toronto at York
University. The "Social
Movements" class she is teaching
deals with some of the more
qualitative aspects of sociology
rather than those which are
quantitative. She is also teaching
Sociology 100.
Dr. Moore is- - interested in
Women's Studies and hopes to get
involved with programs designed
to meet that interest at Wooster.
To complicate matters somewhat,
she is married, and her husband
fives in lndianapols, Indiana. He is
teaching at Indiana University.
Together, on weekends, they are
enjoying refurbishing an old house
in an upwardly moving downtown
area in Indianapolis.
Moore- - enjoys' the ' quiet
atmosphere at Wooster. She
claims that if she had the choice to
make again, an atmosphere Eke
Wooster's would be her choice for
her undergraduate work.
Soccer Loses for Lack
by Bob Moore
The Fighting Scot soccer team
faced yet another tough opponent
when they met Ohio University on
September 19 in Athens. Trying to
improve on an 0-2- -1 record and
rebound from a recent loss to '
Akron University, one of the top-rank- ed
teams in the nation, the
improving Scots stiO could not
grasp their first victory. They lost
--to the Bobcats by a score of 2-- 0.
Playing weD, bom teams moved
the ball up the field with good skiO
and ball control. The contest was
not one of big, exciting plays and
near-misse- s on goaL Instead, it
was one of consistency and
control. Ohio U had three shots
on goal that caused Coach Bob
Nye's heart to miss a beat while
the Scots had only one close kick
in the game.
The area where the Scots were
beaten was shots --on goaL The
Bobcats' rang up 20 shots on goal
'compared to the Scots, who had
only six shots at the Ohio U. goal.
Corner kicks were also a statistic,
that favored the Bobcats. With;
their five corner kicks," the
-- Bobcats had five more
rAMADA INN
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Former Student Discovers
Liberal Arts Depreciation
Cont. from p. 2)
earned wages paid out of the
federal budget and fed that they
are the exception to their own rule
of "parasites working for; the
government at tax-paye- rs
expense." iy .- -'
1 ms ounaie or contradictions
might seem normal if uttered from
Archie Bunker during a half hour
of AB in the Family. We might even
laugh and remember it as a crack
to chuckle about later. Hearing it
from graduates of a liberal arts
college is something else entirety.
When I came to Wooster, I
expected the teaching of open--,
mindedness and exposure of all
facts concerning an issue. I
expected the faculty to foster the
questioning of illogical reasoning,
to encourage us to be dissatisfied
with those things in Efe which we
felt were wrong, to be
understanding of others. My
expectations were fulfilled almost
everywhere: in the classroom,
campus publications, Lowry
The Math Dept wl hold lectures
Monday evenings from 6:15 to
7:15 in the Faculty Lounge with
speakers and topics as follows:
Sept. 28 - Charles Hampton,
"An Application of Mathe-
matics"
Oct. 5 - Dr. Ronald Randies.
Chairman, Dept. of Statistics
University of Florida. "Stahs--
tics in the Modern World"
Oct. 12 - Donald G. Beane,
"Mathematical Modelling"
opportunities at a goal than the
Scots did.
When asked about the low
numbers. Coach Nye replied, "We
.
lacked the scoring punch. We
didn't penetrate enough to force
the corner lock." This 'scoring
punch' is partly due to the
inexperience of the team: "We are
a young team and with a young
team comes breakdowns due to'
the players not being used to
playing with each other. This will
get better and we have already '
improved a fair amount,
remarked Nye.
'. The Scots travel to Illinois for
Wo Vclcomo Student Accounts
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Center. Even in Morns "Truck
Stop Wd get involved in deep --
discussions and .arguments. We
may not have satisfied all points of
view in every debated issue, but
the exchange of ideas and feelings
went on daily. Did all this happen
only 3 years ago? '''
So what happens to those who '
leave that garden of growth called
college? Do we gradually lose our
ability to appreciate another's
point, of view? Do Jwe become
increasingly narrow minded and
prejudiced? Do we exchange our
logic for that'diploma on
commencement day? If we do,
then I hope and pray it's a very
small number of graduates. Let's
not get out of touch with what we
have learned here. Let's use it to
apply towards daily living. There's
enough convoluted thinking,
bigotry and unfairness as it is.
More of the same negative
characteristics are not needed-Than- ks
for listening. ,
Jenny Grant Prileson
Class of 1978
Oct. 19 Carl Zimmerman,
"Computer Science"
Oct. 26 -- Dr.- Edward
McCreight, Xerox Corp..
Research Scientist. Palo .
Aho, CA (Topic of his
choosing) - , .
.
Nov. 2 - Barbara Heiman,
"Women in Mathematics"
Nov.. 9 - James Hartman.
"Game Theory"
OPEN TO ANY FACULTY.
STUDENTS. OR STAFF OF
THE COLLEGE. 1
of Punch
the Spartan Classic where they
hope to snatch their first victory
and gain some confidence. Then-firs- t
home match is September 30
against John Carrol! University at
3:30 p.m. .
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Scots Football
by Dave Bryan
The Fighting Scots opened up
their 1981 football season with a
21-- 3 win over the Yeomen of
Oberlin. Under new head coach
Jim Kapp. the Scots showed their
ability to put the ball in the air as
well as churn up the sod as they
threw for over 200 yards.
Unfortunately, the Scots ran into a
big ground game offense in the
Mount Union Purple Raiders this
past week and ended up on the
short end of a 9-- 6 defensive
struggle. The Scots defense has
been great against the pass, but
the ground game of their first two
opposing teams ripped off big
chunks of yardage time and time
again. Although they still have yet
to give up a touchdown, the Scot
'D' must toughen up this week for
the Ohio Wesleyan Battling
Bishops this coming Saturday.
Against the Yeomen, the Scots
dominated every statistical
category a team would want to
lead, with the exception of
.fumbles. The Wooster squad
coughed the ball up five times and
turned it over three times, Ron
Wright got the ball knocked loose
twice and second string tailback
.Dave Jones turned it over once.
The Scots had excellent field
position each time as all the
fumbles occurred inside the
Oberlin 35 yard line.
The offense more than atoned
for itself with their yardage gained
and ball control, except when they
coughed up the pigskin. Jones and
Neal Arcuri, a senior, toted the ball
for 84 and 83 yards, respectively.
Fullback Tom Mobilia carried for
50 yards, too. The big story was
thesight of the football spiraling
through the air on something
other than a punt or kickoff when
the Scots had control of it. Wright
and his sophomore classmate,
Gregg Barney, completed 15 of 22
passes during the contest. Junior
Randy Benefield and Pat Collins
combined for 165 yards on eight
catches between them. Benefield
had a big day with five grabs
ending in a total of 107 yards.
Sophomore Gary Buhmeyer
hauled in three passes for 23
yards, too.
"In the past the name Wooster
has been synonomous with
defense," said Head Coach Jim
Kapp. "I see no reason for that to
change. The offense is just going to
carry more of a load this year. We
expect to score 21 points a game,
and there is no reason why we
shouldn't be able to do it."
The Scots knew before "the big
game with arch rival Mount Union
that the Purple Raiders would be
staying on the ground. MUC
quarterback Scott Shane passed
Y
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Splits Two
twice in the opening game with
Hiram, one pass was intercepted
and the other fell incomplete. Two
Mount rushers, halfback Dave
McLaughlin and fullback Phil
Tartt, ran for over a 100 yards as
the Raiders totaled 247 yards on
the ground.
On Wooster's first play from
scrimmage, Neal Arcuri fumbled
the ball which was recovered by
Mike Parnell of Mount on the
Wooster 36 yard line. Although
the Scot defense held and kept the
Mount's potent offense out of the
end zone for six, MUC's Rich
Gershom booted a 32 yard field
goal right between the goal posts
for what proved to be three big
points.
The Scots moved to the Mount
43 before having to punt the ball to
the Alliance, Ohio school. After
picking up two first downs, Shane
optioned the ball off to McLaughlin
who rambled 35 yards to the Scot.
11 yard line. Two 'plays later,
McLaughlin fumbled, and Bob
Rettinger recovered the ball on the
seven.
Despite making two first downs,
one on a quarterback sneak by
Barney on fourth and one, the
Scots' first possession of the
second half ended as Barney was
thrown for a loss on a fourth and
three at the Mount 34. The Scot
defense then held the Purple
Raiders to a chorus line series;
one, two, three, kick, as Ron
Wright entered the game as the
Scot quarterback. After picking
up two first downs, the Wooster
squad faced another fourth and
one at the Mount 43. Wright tried a '
keeper and was stopped for no
gain. With only 1:59 remaining in
the first half, neither team
"mounted' much of an offensive
threat.
Down 3-- 0 at the half, the Scots
had to come-bac- k with some
scoring punch in the second half.
Total yardage at the half, 117 for
Mount Union compared to 105 for
Wooster, indicated the' closeness
of the game. The Scots onlygained
34 yards on the ground while all of
the Raiders 0' was on the ground.
The two traded the first two
possessions to open the second
half. After the Mount punt, Barney
began a drive on the Wooster 9. A
first down on the ground and
a personal foul on Mount for
another moved the ball to the Scot
40 before a punt --was taken.
Wright's punt, high as usual but
not long, was fumbled by Larry
Reeder and recovered by Bob
Secor on the Mount 22. After
another first down, the Mount
defense rose to the occasion.
Helped by a muffed pitch, a 29
yard field goal by Larry Ashbaugh
was no pood.
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Mount Union defense last Saturday. The Purple Raiders were victorious. 9-- 6, over the Scots. Photo
by John Ladner.
The Scot 'D got the ball right
back for the offense, though, and
this time they put it in the end
zone. A 12 yard pass from Wright ,
to Buymeyer put the ball on the
Mount 37. On third down, Arcuri
shot through a hole on the right
side into the arms of a waiting
Purple Raider who seemed to have
--the Scot tailback all wrapped up.
- But, after going ring-around-the-ro- sy
once, Arcuri left the Purple
Raiders in their dust as they "all fell
down" on his way to the end zone.
The point after was no good on a
Wright kick.
At this-poin-t in the game. Mount
Union used their ball control
offense and two field goals by
Gershom, 21 and 31 yards, to pull
out the victory. The Scots.couldn't
get the offense back in gear and
had to punt twice in the fourth
quarter without gaining a first
down.
Although the Scots outgained .
the Purple Raiders in total
yardage, 259 to 244, the Mount --
Union team kept control of the ball
well and used the clock wisely.
Their big offensive line ' and
backfield . ran the option to --
perfection several times for big
gainers.
"We tried everything we could
think imaghTable," commented
Coach Kapp regarding his teamjs
efforts to shut down Mount's-rushin- g
attack. "K is like the little
Dutch boy and the dike, we just --
ran out of ways to try and plug the
holes. You still have to realize that
we haven't given up a touchdown
. in two games no matter how much ; --
yardage our defense gave up," he
pointed out. -- ; . . "V,
The Scots face the "San Diego .
Chargers" of the OAC this coming ,
week in the Ohio Wesleyan
Battling Bishops. The Bishops-ha- ve
put the ball in the air 85 times
for . 491 yards andv three
"k louchdowns. Their two .game ,
'. average passing is 245.5 jyards,
though they are dead last in
rushing totals with 113 yards in.
two games. The Scots, who
ranked number one in passing
defense during both of the opening
weeks of the season, are led in the
defensive backfield by Dale
Fortner. a perennial All-OAC- -'
choice, and --Greg Potter, a-- ,
sophomore who lettered last year
in the defensive secondary.
t UaU tko kali
Scots Pound
by Al Cleveland
The College of Wooster wo-varsi- tv
men s field hockey team
met Muskingum at Wooster on
September 22nd. For the fifth time
in this young season, the Scots
were victorious as they knocked off
the Muskies. 14--0.
With 30:45 left in the first half.
Cindy Runhette set up for a shot
off an offensive corner which
allowed Amy Barnard to score on
the rebound. Barnard scored again
at the 28:30 mark with a beautiful
flick into the upper half of the net
Runnette scored two goals, herself
by halftime and Barnard scored
once more. This left the score 5-- 0
after the first half. Wooster domi-
nated both ends of the field and
forced Muskingum to play at their
tempo. Linda Paynter guarded her
goal for the Scots well, going five
for five in saves in the first half.
per.
Spikers Finish Second in GLCAs
This past weekend the Wooster
Scots hosted the GLCA Women's
Volleyball Tournament. These
games marked the official opening
of the' 1981 volleyball season.
Under the leadership of new head
coach Kathy Makymia:. the" young,
promising Scots took 'second
overall.
- The spikers started with a strong
win over Oberlin(15-5.15-6-) and a
loss to Hope(15-12.15-6- ). Wooster
entered the finals having beaten
tough Earlham (5-15.157.1- 5-9)
and (15-11.15--3).
The Scots final qame was lost to
Hope (13-15.7-15- ). This defeat,
may have been caused by the
ac hff flahts his wau thrOIKlh the
Muskies, 14-- 0
Runnette and Barnard domi-
nated -- the action again in the
second half. Cindy scored three
goals in the second half to give her
"five for the contest. Barnard also
poured in three goals in the second
period. Her final score came with
52 seconds remaining on the clock
off a penalty comer. Carolyn
Molyneaux scored two goals in the
" second half, her second goal being
on an assist from Bobbi Coluni.
Molyneaux and Nancy Hall also
had assists during the match.
The Wooster offensive unit has
been unstoppable in their first five
matches. 1 his iaturday, the Scots
host Kent on the Cindy Barr
Memorial Field at 1 1 :00- - a.m. This
match should be a tough test for the
Scots, who are at the moment
running unchecked against any
team they play. '.
young age of the team, the
weakness in communication on
the court and the lack of trust in
each team member fulfilling her
position. Although these may seem
to be a problem now. Coach
Maksymicz is confident that the --
team will improve with experience.
Every team me mber contributed
to this past weekend's win. Excep-
tional strength was shown in the
freshman lead by Caryh Hommes.
Experienced junior, Kris Leslie and
senior Diane Buchanan, also held
the team together." On Saturday.
September"26. the Scots will travel
to the Ohio Northern Invitational.
Details of this encounter 'will be in
the next Voice'.- - : .
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